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Abstract: During the last two decades, many products, research projects and prototypes were
announced with different characteristics and capabilities, all adopting the “smart” qualifier word. If a
smartness property could not be defined simply as true or false, defining a suitable range was not an
easy task. This issue led to the proposal of some classification models, frameworks and taxonomies for
project classifications, but none of them provide a clear and pragmatic smartness scale able to classify
smart artifacts and serve as a reference. This paper aims to propose a smartness scale to help research
and non-research communities to better quantify and easily understand the features and autonomy
of smart artifacts. The proposed smartness scale considers the main function of physical-device
components in smart systems. The provided smartness scale is based on a uni-dimensional typology
that defines 12 different smartness levels, created based on our definition of “smart artifact” and by
following an evolutionary set of capabilities ranging from traceable-only and sensing-capable artifacts
to autonomous, adaptable and self-driven artifacts. In order to show the feasibility of the proposed
smartness scale, an analytic model was defined and applied to several research- and market-based
artifacts tagged as smart in order to extract their smartness levels.

Keywords: smart; smartness; smart artifact; smartness scale

1. Introduction

Since the vision of Mark Weiser about ubiquitous computing [1], we have witnessed
the proliferation of special applications that merge physical things with the digital world,
powered and supported by the Internet of Things (IoT) in association with the traditional
Internet of Computers. Part of those applications is tailored for data gathering and device
configuration and actuation—possibly focused on specific vertical markets—allowing
so-called remote control, monitoring and analytics. The other part of the applications is
tailored to assist humans and to bring more comfort to their lives through the creation of
so-called smart spaces. Smart spaces, characterized by the employment of Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) with specialized human–machine interaction, artificial
intelligence and smart artifacts, can learn a user’s habits; hence, they are able to assist
the user and anticipate their intent. Smart spaces can be divided into two application
domains: (i) smart spaces tailored for humans in general and (ii) smart spaces that are
especially tuned for a specific group of humans, such as the elderly, the disabled and people
with chronic conditions, etc. These two big smart-space application domains have raised
two associated research lines called Ambient Intelligence (AmI) [2] and Ambient Assisted
Living (AAL) [3], respectively. Inside smart spaces, everyday artifacts are augmented with
computing, communication, sensing and actuation in order to make the artifacts smart.
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These smart artifacts have the ability to extend ICT to the physical things users deal with
every day, every time.

During the last two decades, many products, research projects and prototypes were
announced with different characteristics and capabilities, all relying on the same “smart”
qualifier word. At the beginning, using the word “smart” to characterize the new capabil-
ities of an augmented everyday artifact was acceptable, but as more and more products
and prototypes were released, the word became too wide. These days, it is usual to use
the word “smart” used interchangeably with “RFID tracking system” and to describe a
sophisticated artifact with learning and reasoning capabilities.

This brings confusion to consumers and to the readers of scientific literature, such
as students, professors and researchers. In lectures, it is common to have questions from
students regarding the different capabilities of augmented artifacts, all tagged as smart in
the same way. A lack of a reference smartness scale to qualify smart artifacts thus represents
the main motivation for this paper.

This issue is not being discussed in literature currently. Moreover, all the merited
work already conducted has not produced results able to be adopted by the community.
We argue that the way to solve this issue cannot rely solely on the identification of smart
capabilities [4] and that a clear and effective scale should be defined wherein a smart artifact
can be indexed in terms of smartness. Taking this approach, it will be possible to quickly
identify the smartness capabilities of a smart artifact by simply looking at the product’s
short description or at an article’s title wherein a smartness level is stated by relying solely
on a two letter acronym, such as in this hypothetical example:

Original title: “A Smart Connected Physical Mailbox”
Alternative title: “An SL2 Smart Connected Physical Mailbox”
Although just three characters were added to the original title, it gained the potential

to highlight for the reader (or even consumers in other situations) about the smartness
level of the mailbox artifact that is being announced according to a defined scale of SL1
(traceable only) to SL12 (collaborative, autonomous, adaptive and self-driven). The scale
is later defined in this work and can be used to highlight the smartness level of existing
smart artifacts (those already developed) or to serve as a guide, in terms of capability
requirements, when developing new smart artifacts aiming to reach a specific level of
smartness. As this is the first time a smartness scale that can serve as a reference has been
proposed, this article also has the aim of bringing more researchers to this discussion.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work
and presents some existing artifacts tagged as smart. Section 3 presents our definition of
“smart artifact” and the role of users’ mobile devices. Section 4 provides our proposal to
classify smart artifacts in terms of smartness level and a mathematical model to extract
the smartness level of a specific smart artifact. Section 5 shows the effectiveness of our
mathematical model by calculating the smartness level of some research-based and market-
based smart artifacts. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

The use of the word “smart” to qualify augmented everyday artifacts and systems
with advanced digital capabilities started over 12 years ago (see [5–7], etc.) according to
literature found in IEEE Xplore, the ACM Digital Library and Springer Link sources. At
that time, the term “smart” meant the inclusion of sensing, processing and connectivity
of any form into everyday artifacts. During the last two decades, what we have known
as (reactive) smart artifacts has evolved toward cognitive systems, and now, the same
qualification is being applied to different artifacts with remarkably different capabilities.
For instance, in [8], the authors referred to a remote garage door opener as a “simple smart
space”, but one could ask how simple it is and why.
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2.1. Artifacts Tagged as Smart Artifacts

In [9], the author proposed an augmented traditional mailbox with technology in order
to turn it into a smart mailbox. According to the author, the smart component is associated
with the action of notifying the mailbox’s owner about its internal status (whether it has
mail or does not have mail), apart from it being possible to get the smart mailbox state
from the internet and from smart speakers. In [10], the authors presented an umbrella
augmented with a solar panel in order to power LED lights (during the night), power
fans, to charge smartphones, etc., and they refer to it as a smart umbrella. In [11], another
smart umbrella was presented that is able to guide the way to one’s destination on rainy
days as a way to avoid the direct use of a smartphone and thus avoid safety problems
because of a dispersion of the field of view. The physical umbrella was augmented with
eight LEDs attached to the umbrella ribs, a three-axis electronic compass and Bluetooth
communication; one’s smartphone sends address information to the umbrella, and then
a specific LED is turned on at each moment to show the right direction to the umbrella’s
owner. The authors of [12] presented a smart helmet tailored for air quality and hazardous
event detection for the mining industry. The helmet artifact was augmented with (i) a
ZigBee communication interface for multi-hop communication, (ii) an accelerometer sensor
to detect bumps, (iii) an infrared sensor to detect when the helmet is off a worker’s head
and (iv) air quality sensors. In a case of a hazard or abnormal sensor readings, the helmet
flashes a front mining light several times, announcing the alert and the location (in the dark
mine environment). ZigBee communication is used for notifying (hop-by-hop) a supervisor
or control unit. In [13], a smart fork prototype was presented as being able to detect the
food pickup gesture and food weight. The standard artifact was augmented with an inertial
measurement unit, a load cell and a Bluetooth communication interface to report measured
data. The authors of [14] presented the concept of a smart dish for an automatic checkout
(in large-scale canteens) while providing consumers with healthy diet recommendations
based on their body condition and dietary nutrition. In this case, the authors decided to
tag the catering system as smart. Park et al. in [15], presented a smart chair able to record
and visualize a user’s posture through a smartphone application. The physical chair was
augmented with pressure and tilt sensors and a Bluetooth interface to report data to a
nearby smartphone app. Finally, for [16], the authors designed a 3D-printed smart cup
equipped with a wireless RF module and a single accelerometer for detecting drinking
events and accurately recognizing a complete episode of drinking activities. These are
some examples (among many others) that show the usage of the word “smart” in different
works and prototypes that expose different features and capabilities. As an attempt to
solve this “one size fits all qualification”, the research community has proposed different
taxonomies as a way to classify smart artifacts according to different features.

2.2. Existing Works on Classifications Based on Smartness

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that a smartness scale and a model to
obtain a smartness level and serve as a reference has been proposed. However, several very
valuable published works have already proposed different ways to classify smart artifacts
according to smartness, although with a purpose other than assigning a clear smartness
level to existing or new smart artifacts. Despite differences in the terms in the proposals, all
authors, including our team, related an artifact’s smartness with the artifact’s capabilities,
possibly inspired by the authors of [17], who stated that “product smartness consists of the
dimensions of autonomy, adaptability, reactivity, multi-functionality, ability to cooperate,
human-like interaction, and personality”.

In [4], the author defined a classification matrix that relates four smart capabilities
(information processing, internal regulation, action in the world and knowledge acquisition)
with five categories of smartness (not smart at all, scripted execution, formulaic adaption,
creative adaption and unscripted or partially scripted invention. The four capabilities
were divided into 23 dimensions; every dimension is a continuous variable extending
from not smart at all to extremely smart. However, unlike our proposal, which seeks the
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assignment of a smartness level, this interesting and valuable work is more tailored for
guiding someone to make a device or system smarter.

From the same perspective, in [18], a framework was presented for the design and
classification of smart objects based on a multi-dimensional characterization of intelli-
gence (knowledge management, reasoning, learning what, learning how, human–object
interaction/object–object interaction and social relations), the aim of which, as stated by the
authors, is not to provide a global score of smartness but to use the concept of smartness as
a design and classification criterion.

In [19], the authors proposed a classification model for smart objects that is based
on core and optional capabilities (e.g., energy harvesting, programming, rule adaption,
goal-orientation, etc.), following an evolutionary path, resulting in five capability levels
named essential, networked, enhanced, aware and IoT complete. However, the authors’
aim seems to be the definitions of capability levels for smart objects and not the assignment
of a smartness level.

Another similar work is presented in [20], wherein the authors present a multi-layer
taxonomy of smart things that comprises 10 dimensions (sensing capabilities, acting capabil-
ities, interaction direction, interaction multiplicity, interaction partner, thing compatibility,
data source, data usage, offline functionality and main purpose). For each smart object,
these dimensions are assigned with a percentage meaning the level of support (0% means
absence and 100% means support). The authors conclude the paper by presenting classifica-
tions of 50 real-life smart things from the Business-to-Business (B2B) context, highlighting
the hit ratio percentage (sum of all capabilities’ support percentage) for each assessed smart
object. However, the authors never employ the word smartness nor relate the hit ratio
with smartness.

With the aim of evaluating the impacts of smart things on business models, the authors
of [21] defined four levels of smartness (reactive, adaptive, autonomous and collaborative)
to be related to level of connectivity (closed system, open system with a restricted protocol
and open system with full interoperability). With 12 different unlabeled cells representing
different smartness levels, the authors identified four levels of smart things’ impacts
on business models (the aim was never the assignment of a smartness level to specific
smart things).

Table 1 presents a summary of the existing and most related works, and comparisons
are made with the work described in this article.
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Table 1. Summary of the existing works aimed at classifying or segmenting smart artifacts in some way.

Work/Characteristics Approach Method Aim Sample Output

[4] Classification matrix

Four smart capabilities: information
processing, internal regulation, action
in the world and knowledge acquisition

expanded to 23 dimensions.
Although the authors defined five

different levels of smartness (i.e., not
smart at all, scripted execution,
formulaic adaptation, creative

adaptation and unscripted or partially
scripted invention, the 23 dimensions
are evaluated with two smart levels:

somewhat smart and
extremely smart.

Guiding making a device or
system smarter.

A table for each category and
related dimensions wherein each

dimension is characterized in terms
of somewhat smart and

extremely smart.

[18] Framework

Six capabilities: knowledge
management, reasoning, learning what,

learning how, human–object
interaction/object–object interaction
and social relations. For each smart
physical object, each capability is

assigned with a qualitative level of
smartness. A descriptive conclusion
is created according to the assigned

levels of smartness.

Guiding designing and comparing
different smart physical objects.

“Smart physical object with
interaction capabilities (smart and
innovative input modalities) with

limited reasoning capabilities
enabling context awareness and

adaptive reminder”, quoted
from [18].

[19] Classification model

Five levels of capabilities: Level 1
(essential), level 2 (networked), level 3
(enhanced), level 4 (aware) and level 5
(IoT complete). For each capability

level, a set of capabilities is defined.
The capability level is reached when

a smart object implements the
specified capabilities.

Helping to determine what a smart
object is able to do by itself and

what requirements can be covered
externally by applications, services,

platforms and other objects.

This projects defines capability
levels and not smartness levels.
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Table 1. Cont.

Work/Characteristics Approach Method Aim Sample Output

[20] Multi-layer taxonomy

Ten capability dimensions (sensing,
acting, direction, multiplicity, partner,
thing compatibility, data source, data
usage, offline functionality and main
purpose); for each smart thing, a

support percentage is assigned to
each dimension. In the end, a hit

ratio is calculated.

The authors presented calculated hit
ratios for different smart things per

thing and per dimension.

This project is not focused on
smartness level. Instead, the

multi-layer taxonomy is used to
calculate hit ratios for individual
smart things and for dimensions
when considering multiple smart

things.

[21] Taxonomy

Matrix that relates four capabilities
(reactive, adaptive, autonomous and

cooperative) with three connectivity
levels: closed system, open system with

restricted protocol and open system
with full interoperability. Twelve

different unlabeled cells are defined
(apparently defining 12 different
smartness levels) to highlight the
different implications of a smart

thing for business models.

Describing the business model
implications according to different

level-of-smartness smart things.

“Business models based on
delegating decision-making to

smart things”, quoted from [21].

Our proposal Uni-dimensional typology

Twelve levels of smartness
(SL1..SL12) associated with sets of
capabilities: traceable, internal state
awareness, context state awareness,

remote manual driven, reactive
self-driven, collaborative reactive
self-driven, adaptive self-driven,

collaborative adaptive self-driven,
autonomous reactive self-driven,

collaborative autonomous reactive
self-driven, autonomous adaptive

self-driven and collaborative
autonomous adaptive self-driven. A

math model based on capability sets
and capability weights is provided

to extract the smartness level of each
smart artifact.

Assigning a smartness level and
guiding smart artifact development

in terms of the requirements to
achieve a specific smartness level.

The smart chair has an SL3
smartness level.
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3. Definition of Smart Artifact

In the scientific literature, there are multiple terms used interchangeably to refer to the
nodes (sensors and/or actuators) belonging to the physical layer of the IoT architecture,
such as “smart object”, “smart thing” and “smart artifact”. This section presents some of
those term’s definitions, highlights the role of connection and proposes a definition that
will be the foundation for the specified smartness scale presented in section four.

3.1. “Smart Object”, “Smart Thing” and “Smart Artifact”

In [22], smart objects are defined as the result of an artifact’s augmentation that may
provide continuous access to the artifact’s physical state and context or even embody
autonomous behavior.

The authors of [23] define a smart everyday object as an everyday items, such as a
chair, book or medicine, that is augmented with active sensor-based computing platforms
able to perceive the item’s environment, collect information about the context of a nearby
user and collaborate with other objects in the vicinity using wireless technologies.

Kortuem and Kawsar, in [8], define smart objects as autonomous and self-governed ob-
jects that operate independently and can collaborate with other objects globally; hence, such
objects are able to not only interpret sensor data and make decisions but also communicate
and cooperate with each other.

In [24], the authors perceive smart objects as states and related behaviors produced
by the transition of states. For this, a smart object must include sensors and actuators as
well as a wireless communication interface and behave as a REST server that exposes APIs
described both semantically and syntactically.

The authors of [25] state that all smart connectable products from home appliances
to industrial equipment share three core elements: (i) physical components (electrical and
mechanical parts); (ii) smart components, such as sensors, microprocessors, data storage,
software, digital interfaces, etc. and (iii) connectivity components.

In [26], the authors present the definition of a smart object from the perspective of
a software paradigm, not related to the physical objects connected to the internet: “A
smart object is an object representation that is computationally aware—meaning self-
defining and self-reflecting and, possibly, self-modifying/self-adapting”. In relation to this
definition, various capabilities are identified, such as object representation, self-definition,
self-reflection, self-modification, autonomous operation, understanding (AI), semantic
annotation, machine learning, computational awareness and context awareness.

In [4], smart devices and systems are also defined: “Purposefully designed entity X
is smart to the extent to which it performs and controls functions that attempt to produce
useful results through activities that apply automated capabilities and other physical,
informational, technical and intellectual resources for processing information, interpreting
information and/or learning from information that may or may not be specified by its
designers”. By using this definition and according to the authors, the focus is on information
capturing, storing, retrieving, transmitting, manipulating and displaying plus drawing
conclusions and creating new knowledge.

The IPSO Alliance ([27]) defines a smart object as a collection of reusable resources
that has a well-known object ID and that represents a particular type of physical sensor,
actuator, connected object or other data source. In the same way, there are slightly different
definitions for smart things.

In [28], a smart thing is defined as a software artifact that can analyze its current state,
infer knowledge and monitor possible changes.

In [29], smart things are defined as anything around us with the ability of sensing,
processing, communicating and/or actuating, and in [30], they are defined as autonomous
physical or digital objects augmented with sensing, processing, acting and network capabilities.

As can be seen, even for the same terms, there are slightly different definitions. Some
definitions are more focused on hardware while others are more focused on software, digital
representation and API types. As the smartness scale proposed here is specially tailored for
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physical everyday objects or artifacts with well-known functions, shapes and appearances,
we prefer the term “smart artifact” to refer to physically augmented everyday objects.

3.2. The Connectable Role

As can be seen in the previous subsection, all authors enforce a connection requirement
for a smart artifact that at first sight makes sense. However, some odd situations may
appear that promote confusion.

Let us consider (i) a flower pot with the ability to measure and report through Bluetooth
its soil moisture and (ii) a non-connected fridge with an embedded large and high-resolution
display able to alert a user if its door is left open for too long, measure and display its
internal occupancy, identify internal items and even alert its manufacturer when it is not
functioning well.

If we enforce that being connected is a mandatory requirement, the flower pot is
considered a smart object (with a high or low smartness level) while the presented fridge is
not, although it has advanced features when compared with the flower pot. This seems
a kind of contradiction, but it can be easily justified if we consider the concept of a smart
environment. If a smart home is considered, the connectable ability, as well as cooperation
and data sharing, are paramount while non-connectable artifacts contribute to the creation
of “smart tight islands or silos” that do not contribute to the whole smart space.

Thus, in our opinion, the connectable capability (either direct or indirect) is mandatory
for the adoption of the smartness scale proposed by this paper.

3.3. Our Definition of “Smart Artifact”

The multitude of existing and new smart artifacts makes them inherently different in
terms of shape (e.g., smart showers), dimensions (e.g., smart bridges), functions (e.g., smart
cars), capabilities and even identification technology employed (RFID, bar codes, beacons,
etc.), but all of the artifacts have a place inside the domain of smart artifacts with a higher or
lower smartness level. Thus, instead of defining that a smart artifact must include sensors,
actuators, communication interfaces, etc., we argue that not all smart artifacts must belong
to the same level of smartness; thus, there are or there will be artifacts with a minimal level
of smartness while others can be considered fully autonomous. From this perspective, our
definition of a smart artifact is the following:

“A smart artifact is a traceable everyday artifact that is directly or indirectly
digitally augmented and connected in order to improve its capabilities or expose
new functions.”

The provided smart artifact definition demands at first a place for some sort of identi-
fication (mandatory) in order for it to be traceable. The words directly or indirectly mean
that both identification and connection (also mandatory) can be implemented in an artifact
itself or by relying on a surrounding infrastructure (that will be able to create the artifact’s
virtual representation in the digital world [31]). For instance, a cup tagged with RFID or a
bar code is the minimum requirement to fit in the provided definition as the infrastructure
including the RFID reader can detect, identify, localize and report data about the RFID-
enabled artifact. Although it is considered a smart artifact, later we are going to see that
its smartness level is the minimum defined on the smartness scale. However, a standard
espresso coffee machine augmented with a low-power wireless communication interface,
sensors and actuators that is able to recognize a standing person and learn his/her coffee
and other habits can improve the experience of obtaining and drinking a coffee. Of course,
this second example of an augmented artifact is positioned on the opposite end of the scale
of smartness.

3.4. The Role of Users’ Mobile Devices

Users’ mobile devices, such as smartphones, have been employed in a myriad of
commercial and research application domains ranging from monitoring to diagnoses,
which is a clear signal of the strength, versatility and flexibility of these personal devices.
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These devices are called smart because of their intrinsic capabilities and advanced operating
systems providing out-of-the-box features, such as voice assistants, object recognition and
activity recognition, apart from the ability to install apps to enhance or leverage new
smart capabilities.

Despite all these smartphones’ capabilities, they also have the potential to always be
with their user; hence they, can also be seen as intermediaries [32,33].

In this paper, we follow the same vision for smartphones and similar devices, such as
tablets and smartwatches, as they are preferably seen as intermediate devices because of
their capacity to bridge the physical world with the digital world in the hands of their user
in terms of data flows, notifications, remote displays and interfaces (e.g., their capacity to
be remote controllers).

4. Smartness Level of Device Capabilities

According to the related work section, multi-dimensional taxonomies were proposed
to classify smart artifacts according to their capabilities. However, no clear scale or model
was defined or extracted that could be possible to use to index smart artifacts as performed
by SAE International [34] in the context of cars’ autonomy. Our opinion is that besides
the classification of smart artifacts, a reference smartness scale is useful for the immediate
presentation of a smartness artifact class. We intend that this smartness scale will provide
a useful although coarse classification when comparing smart artifacts with different
application domains (e.g., smart bridges vs. smart coffee machines) and a more fine-
grained classification when comparing smart artifacts with the same function domain (e.g.,
smart alarm clocks).

4.1. Problem Statement

This section focus on presenting a model to identify the smartness levels of existing
smart artifacts following a pragmatic approach. Our proposal relies on the autonomy level
of a smart artifact when accomplishing the main task associated with the physical artifact.

More concretely, a smart artifact can exhibit three general capabilities that directly
contribute to its smartness: (i) traceability, (ii) awareness and (iii) actionability by order or
impact. “Traceability” means that the artifact is addressable either directly or indirectly.
This is the minimum capability required to assign the artifact a minimum level of smartness–
an identification. The awareness capability means that besides identification, an artifact
knows its internal and/or external state. Finally, the actionability capability means that an
artifact is able to modify the world on different levels.

According to [35], classification is the general process of grouping entities by similarity
and can be either uni-dimensional or multi-dimensional. In turn, classification can be
broken down into two essential approaches, typology and taxonomy, wherein the former
is primarily conceptual and the latter is empirical [35]. Considering the three general
capabilities above (traceability, awareness and actionability) and our definition of “smart
artifact”, we defined a uni-dimensional typology of smartness that consists of 12 categories.
The uni-dimensional typology and the associated requirements for each category are
presented in Table 2.

The defined categories specified in Table 2 (SLx) represent the different smartness levels
and were identified from an evolutionary vision organized according to the traceability,
awareness and actionability general capabilities. For instance, according to Figure 1, an
artifact considered smart at the lowest level must include some form of identification so it
is possible for it to be directly or indirectly traceable. This is the only mandatory criteria
in Table 2, and it is supported by the smart fridge example described in Section 3.2. In the
next capability set are the devices that are able to know their internal and external states.
In the third capability set are the devices that have the ability to act by being remotely
manually driven, self-driven under a user’s supervision or fully autonomously driven with
learning, adaptability and collaborative strengths. All the extracted inner capabilities from
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these three ordered capability sets (Figure 1) define the ordered smartness categories that
make part of the proposed typology (Table 2).

Table 2. Proposed uni-dimensional typology for classifying smart artifacts’ smartness levels.

Smartness Level Required Capability Criteria

SL1 Traceability

The smart artifact must include a unique identification
even though it relies on the surrounding infrastructure.
Bar codes, QR codes, beaconing and RFID are some examples
of identification technologies that make artifacts traceable.
Any smart artifact must have at least
the traceability capability.

SL2 Internal state awareness

The smart artifact is able to report simple internal
states ranging
from its battery level, temperature and vibration, etc. to
more complex
internal diagnosis reports.

SL3 Context state awareness
The smart artifact is able to provide a report of
its surrounding
context, apart from its internal one.

SL4 Remotely, manually driven The smart artifact has the ability to be manually,
remotely driven either partially or totally.

SL5 Reactively self-driven
The smart artifact is able to react by itself to its internal or
external context but under user supervision
considering its main function.

SL6 Collaboratively, reactively self-driven

The smart artifact is able to react by itself according to
its internal
or external context and from a collaboration with other
smart artifacts under user supervision
considering its main function.

SL7
Adaptively self-driven

The smart artifact is able to react and adapt itself by learning
from past data and events under user supervision
considering its main function.

SL8 Collaboratively, adaptively self-driven

The smart artifact is able to react and adapt itself by
learning from past data and events and from a collaboration
with other smart artifacts under user supervision
considering its main function.

SL9 Autonomously, reactively self-driven
The smart artifact is able to react by itself to its internal
or external context without requiring user supervision
considering its main function.

SL10 Collaboratively, autonomously and reactively self-driven

The smart artifact is able to react by itself to its internal
or external context and from a collaboration
with other artifacts without requiring user supervision
considering its main function.

SL11 Autonomously, adaptively self-driven
The smart artifact is able to react and adapt itself by learning
from past data and events without requiring user supervision
considering its main function.

SL12 Collaboratively, autonomously and adaptively self-driven

The smart artifact is able to react and adapt itself by learning
from past data and events and from a collaboration
with other
smart artifacts without requiring user supervision
considering its main function.

It is important to note that the defined smart levels have no precedence. This means
that if a smart artifact is labeled as SL4, it is not mandatory for it to also be SL3 and SL2
(SL1 is mandatory for all smart artifacts). For example, consider a movable smart artifact
labeled SL4 that uses a camera to broadcast acquired images directly to an operator. In this
case, the smart artifact is SL4 and SL1 because there is no need to be aware of its internal or
external state. In the same way, a collaboratively, adaptively self-driven (SL8) smart artifact
does not have to implement the reactive feature from SL5 and SL6.
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Figure 1. Evolutionary set of capabilities, growing from bottom to top.

It is worth mentioning that the provided smartness scale is completely independent of
the process of developing smart artifacts. For existing smart artifacts, the smartness scale
can be used to tag them with a smartness level (according to their exhibited capabilities).
For new smart artifacts, the smartness scale can be used to define the capabilities to be
implemented in order to reach a specific smartness level. Another idea that is worth
mentioning is that to reach the different smartness levels, there is a need to rely on different
knowledge areas, such as connectivity, digital identification, sensing and data gathering,
integration and interoperability, learning and reasoning, actioning/robotics, real-time
systems and standardization, among others. However, all these knowledge areas are out of
the scope of this article.

4.2. The Model

According to Table 2, the smartness level (column 1) is related with the capabilities
achieved by a smart artifact (column 2). Thus, a way to “translate” a set of capabilities into
a smartness level is required.

We propose identifying the smartness level by summing the smart artifact’s capabilities.
Why use the sum operation?

Consider a smart fork labeled as SL1 (it includes an internal RFID tag). If we want
to improve it in order to reach the next smartness level (SL2), we have to add the internal
state capability, probably relying on a memory chip and some internal sensors. Then, if we
want to improve it to reach SL3, we have to provide some hardware and/or software to be
able to obtain the external context state.

Thus, if we assign some (growing) weights to each smartness level and some (growing)
weights to the associated capabilities, there is the chance to determine the smartness level
by summing all exposed capabilities. However, as there is no smartness level precedence
(e.g., an SL4 smart artifact has only the capabilities associated with SL4 and SL1), we have
to assign integer intervals to the smartness levels instead of constant values (weights).

From that perspective, it was decided to weigh each capability using the power of two
in order to represent the “power” of each capability and to assign an integer interval to
each SL wherein the sum of all lower capabilities must lay on a smartness level interval, as
shown in the next simple example:

Capabilities: Traceable = 1, internal state = 2, context state = 4, etc.
SL intervals: SL1[0..1], SL2[2..3], SL3[4..7], etc.

(a) If we want to identify the smartness level for a device that just has the traceability
capability, the sum is 1 (traceable only) and it fits in SL1[0..1];

(b) If we want to identify the smartness level of a device that is traceable and is aware
of its surrounding context (1 + 4 = 5), it fits into SL3[4..7]
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(c) If we want to identify the smartness level of a device that is traceable, internal-state
aware and surrounding-context aware (1 + 2 + 4 = 5), it also fits into SL3[4..7].

Scenarios (b) and (c) show that this approach is compliant with the non-precedence rule.
Next, this model is presented in its mathematical form.
Let us consider 12 disjoint intervals representing the smartness levels in the form of:

SLn = [an, bn], n = 1, ..., 12

where
a1 = 0, b1 = 1,

and
an = 2n−1, bn = an+1 − 1, 2 ≤ n ≤ 12, n ∈ N.

Therefore the integer range of each set (SL) is presented next:

SL1 = [0, 1],

SL2 = [2, 3],

SL3 = [4, 7],

...

SL12 = [2048, 4095].

This means that a smart artifact assigned SL3 shows that the summation of its capabil-
ities lies in the [4..7] range.

Definition 1 (Set of weighted capabilities). Let K be the set of all possible weighted capabilities,
given by:

K = {(c1, w1), (c2, w2), ..., (c12, w12)}

where cn represents the capability name extracted from Table 2, column 2, and wn is an assigned
growing weight in the power of 2, such that

wn = 2n, n = 1, .., 11.

Therefore:

(Traceability, 1)

(InternalStateAwareness, 2)

(ContextStateAwareness, 4)

(RemoteManualDriven, 8)

(ReactiveSel f − driven, 16)

(CollaborativeReactiveSel f − driven, 32)

(AdaptiveSel f − driven, 64)

(CollaborativeAdaptiveSel f − driven, 128)

(AutonomousReactiveSel f − driven, 256)

(CollaborativeAutonomousReactiveSel f − driven, 512)

(AutonomousAdaptiveSel f − driven, 1024)

(CollaborativeAutonomousAdaptiveSel f − driven, 2048)

Definition 2 (Set of a specific artifact’s capabilities.). Let C be the set of capabilities of a specific
artifact, given as:

C = {(c1, w1), . . . , (cN , wN)}, N = 1, . . . , 12
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such as
C ⊆ K.

Definition 3 (Summation of a specific artifact’s capabilities.). Let S be the summation of a
specific artifact’s capabilities’ weights, given as:

S =
N

∑
i=1

wi

Definition 4 (Smartness level of a specific artifact.). The smartness level of a specific artifact is
given by looking to the interval SLn, n = 1, . . . , 12, where S:

an ≤ S ≤ bn.

Although we are just interested in determining the smartness level for each smart
artifact, at this stage, the provided model is also prepared to distinguish between artifacts
with the same smartness level by considering the summations of the capabilities’ weights.
Thus, in the future, if a subscale is required, it can be easily provided. As an example,
consider the SLx− and SLx+ sublevels for each SLx if the summation fits in the first half or
the second half of the SLx interval.

In the next section, this model that assigns a smartness level to a specific artifact will
be applied to research work, prototypes and market products tagged as smart in order to
determine their smartness levels.

5. Fitting Smart Artifacts

In the previous section, a uni-dimensional typology and an analytical model were
defined in order to classify artifacts in terms of smartness level. As a way to realize its
effectiveness, we are going to apply the model to identify and assign the smartness levels
of the surveyed research work described in Section 2 as well as other real-world market
artifacts referred to as smart.

5.1. Research Work and Prototypes

The smart mailbox [9] described in Section 2 is able to notify its owner about its inter-
nal status (whether it has mail or does not have mail) as well as allow the owner to access the
smart mailbox’s state from the internet. Therefore,

C = {(Traceable,1),(Internal State Awareness,2)}
S = 3

which fits into the SL2, because:
2 ≤ S ≤ 3.

This means that according to the model provided, the smart mailbox presented in [9] is
an SL2 smart mailbox because it is just aware of its internal state apart from being traceable.
In order to exhibit its smartness level, the paper title would be (for example) “An SL2
Smart Solar-Powered IoT Connected Physical Mailbox Interfaced with Smart Devices”.
Then, when a reader would look at the paper title, they would have information about the
capacities of the proposed smart artifact, which belongs to the lower levels in this case.

Let us now consider the umbrella augmented with a solar panel to power a nearby
user’s gadgets and smartphones, presented in [10]. Despite being an interesting and valu-
able prototype, according to the information provided, this artifact cannot adopt the word
smart because it is not traceable (mandatory capability).

The other smart umbrella referenced in a related work [11] includes a Bluetooth inter-
face, a three-axis electronic compass and LEDs in each rib and is driven by a smartphone to
show directions by lightening the right LEDs. Therefore,

C = {(Traceable, 1),(Internal State Awareness, 2),
(Context State Awareness, 4),(Remote Manual Driven, 8)}

S = 15
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which fits into the SL4:
8 ≤ S ≤ 15.

According to Table 2, SL4 means that the smart artifact has the ability to be remotely
driven apart from being aware of its internal and context state. In the same way as above,
the authors could employ the following title in order to exhibit its smartness level to readers:
“An SL4 Smart Umbrella for Safety Directions in Internet of Things”.

Let us now consider the smart helmet [12] tailored for air quality and hazardous event
detection. According to the proposed smartness scale, this artifact is traceable (provides
the address of the wireless communication interface), is able to report internal and context
states and implements a form of actuation in response to internal or context states without
user supervision:

C = {(Traceable, 1),(Internal State Awareness, 2),
(Context State Awareness, 4)}

S = 7
which fits into the SL3:

4 ≤ S ≤ 7.
According to Table 2, SL3 means that the smart helmet is aware and can report its internal

state as well as context states, in this case by using wireless communication and/or light.
The fork [13] referenced in the related work section is able to detect the food pick-up

gesture and food weight, is traceable through a wireless communication interface and is
able to report internal state data (weights and pick-up gestures):

C = {(Traceable, 1),(Internal State Awareness, 2)}
S = 3

Its smartness level is SL2.
The described smart dish [14] is able to fire automatic checkouts in canteens and

inform consumers about a healthy diet and nutrition by incorporating an ID tag:
C = {(Traceable, 1)}

S = 1
Its smartness level is SL1.

As far as the smart chair [15] is concerned, which is able to record and visualize a user’s
posture through a smartphone application, it has the following weighted capability set:

C = {(Traceable, 1),(Internal State Awareness, 2)}
S = 3

Its smartness level is SL2.
The smart cup [16] is equipped with a low-power wireless communication module

and a single accelerometer for detecting drinking events and drinking activities; it has the
following weighted capability set:

C = {(Traceable, 1),(Internal State Awareness, 2)}
S = 3

Its smartness level is SL2.
This subsection shows the applicability of the provided model to the research pro-

totypes and the extraction of smartness levels. In the next subsection, we do the same
but apply it to well-known market products tagged as smart in order to determine their
smartness levels.

5.2. Real-World Smart Artifacts

The Nest learning thermostat [36] is addressable by related mobiles and from several
home kits; hence, it is traceable, aware of internal as well as external states (through external
sensors and other devices) and self-driven (reactively, collaboratively and adaptively)
without requiring necessary user supervision:

C = {(Traceable, 1),(Internal State Awareness, 2),
(Context State Awareness, 4),

(Collaborative Autonomous Adaptive Self-driven, 2048)}
S = 2055
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which fits into the SL12
The Nest thermostat is an example of a smart product that shows that smartness level

precedence is not mandatory (it is SL12, SL2 and SL1).
EvaDrop [37] is presented as a smart shower device that can save up to 50% of water.

EvaDrop is able to sense water temperature as well as a user’s distance to adjust its water
flow. It also allows the setting of timers to remind a user that it is time to get out of the
shower by flashing LED lights. According to the provided information, a user needs to open
their water tap and press a shower button to turn on the water flow. The device includes a
mobile app for statistics and preferences and a Bluetooth communication interface:

C = {(Traceable, 1),(Internal State Awareness, 2),
(Context State Awareness, 4)}

S = 7
Its smartness level is SL3.

Thermo [38] is presented as a smart temporal thermometer. According to the provided
information, Thermo uses 16 infrared sensors that read body temperature by sensing heat
on a forehead, and then an acquired temperature is shown in an embedded 20 × 5 pixel
LED display. The artifact can record up to 32 temperatures, which can later be synchronized
via Bluetooth or Wi-Fi with a free Thermo app:

C = {(Traceable, 1),(Internal State Awareness, 2),
(Context State Awareness, 4)}

S = 7
Its smartness level is SL3.

In the same way, Awair’s smart indoor air monitoring device [39] allows the tracking
of temperature, humidity, Carbon Dioxide (CO2), Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)
and fine inhalable particles with diameters that are generally 2.5 micrometers and smaller
(PM2.5) via the Awair Home app. It also provides insights about how to improve indoor
air quality:

C = {(Traceable, 1),(Internal State Awareness, 2),
(Context State Awareness, 4)}

S = 7
Its smartness level is SL3.

Mint [40] is presented as the first smart oral health monitor that is able to analyze
breath and detect indicators of harmful bacteria in the mouth. This artifact works with a
smartphone (Bluetooth) to show test results, store history data and store progress data:

C = {(Traceable, 1),(Internal State Awareness, 2),
(Context State Awareness, 4)}

S = 7
Its smartness level is SL3.

STRAFFR [41] is described as a smart resistance band able to measure speed, strength
and repetitions. This artifact stores data via Bluetooth in a smartphone application that is
also able to give indications to its users:

C = {(Traceable, 1),(Internal State Awareness, 2),
(Context State Awareness, 4)}

S = 7
Its smartness level is SL3.

In this section, both research and real-world smart artifacts were applied with the
provided model to identify their smartness levels. The easy use and the clear obtained
results show the applicability of the provided uni-dimensional typology and the resulting
analytic model.

6. Conclusions

The usage of the “smart” qualifier word with recent technological products and
research work demands clarification. This is not an issue raised by us as some other authors
have already tried to address this concern. However, the few existing works that have
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done so have relied on 2D taxonomies that try to define different classification perspectives
without specifically defining a clear smartness level able to be used to distinguish between
different smart artifacts. This paper presents a clear and pragmatic scale useful to define the
smartness level of a smart artifact. Although doing so is not an easy task because smartness
cannot be resolved to be only true or false, to the best of our knowledge, we provide the first
smartness scale ranging from identification and sensing capabilities to self-driven, adaptive
and autonomous capabilities. When applying the proposed classification scale model, one
must be aware that depending on a physical artifact’s functions, the scale may result in a
highly complex smart artifact being classified with a lower smartness level than an artifact
of lower complexity. Examples are a smart toaster and a smart car. Nevertheless, the
assignment of a smartness level immediately tells a user about an artifact’s capabilities, and
when comparing similar smart artifacts, it is possible to identify the smartest one. To show
the feasibility of the provided smartness scale, various smart artifact samples from both
the market and research domains were analyzed and tagged with their related smartness
levels. As this was the first attempt to provide a clear smartness scale to be applied to smart
artifacts, this paper also aims to bring more researchers into this discussion, providing a
basis for the future adoption of a smartness scale that effectively allows for the qualification
and understanding of the characteristics and autonomy of smart artifacts.
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